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sanguineti chiavari

Sanguineti Chiavari Produzione Articoli Nautici srl is the world leader in the design and manufacturing 

of nautical products for yachts and mega yachts. The expertise of our technical team and the use of 

the latest know how and 3D software enables Sanguineti Chiavari to manufacture: 

•	 gangways; 

•	 boarding ladders; 

•	 bathing ladders; 

•	 tender	handlings	for	fly	bridge	or	garage;	
•	 windlasses;

•	 capstans; 

•	 anchor and other products for handlings.

Shipyards’s	technical	offices	know	that	they	can	rely	on	our	over	60	years	of	engineering	expertise.	
Continuous research and innovation has enabled us to obtain worldwide recognized patents for many 

of our items (one of which being the famous retractile capstans and the latest being the App which 

permits the movement of the gangway by the usage of a Smartphone).

Our wide range of products are subdivided into standardized products and custom made products 

according	to	our	Client’s	requests.	The	quality	and	the	finishing	touches	are	our	trade	mark.	All	 the	
features	of	painting	and	polishing	are	accurately	well	finished	so	that	the	final	result	perfectly	matches	
those requested by a mega yacht. 

Managed	for	over	60	years	by	its	founder,	with	the	support	of	a	expertise	technical	team	and	a	highly	
efficient	production	site,	the	Company	offers	a	wide	range	of	standardized	and	custom	made	products,	
according to the clients requests and needs. 

The	management’s	choice	of	flexible	practicality	and	efficiency	has	made	the	Company	become	an	
important and appreciated supplier for very many important national and international shipyards.   
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HISTORY

Sanguineti Chiavari Produzione Articoli Nautici s.r.l. was founded in 1958 as Sanguineti&Chiappe by 

its	founder	Sanguineti	Virginio.	Since	the	beginning	of	its	history,	Clients	have	had	various	requests.	
Due	to	the	fact	that	no	other	site	was	able	to	satisfy	these	requests,	Sanguineti	Chiavari	developed	a	
large range of products and yacht accessories. Clients are still today astonished by the variety of our 

product line.

In	the	following	years,	a	production	site	named	Sanguineti	Chiavari	srl	was	founded	on	9th	July	1978	
to satisfy the demands of yachting and it soon became leader in the manufacturing of accessories for 

yachts,	super	yachts,	boats	and	working	boats.

http://sanguineti.com/en
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LOCATION

The	company	is	located	in	Chiavari,	about	2	km	from	the	motorway.	

Sanguineti Chiavari
Produzione Articoli Nautici s.r.l. 

Via San Rufino 31 
16043 Chiavari (Genova) Italy 

Tel. +39 0185 363324 
sanguineti@sanguineti.com                            

http://sanguineti.com/en


PRODUCTS

The gangways of Sanguineti Chia-

vari	are	available	in	different	models	
to totally satisfy the Clients’s needs 

and requests. The high quality of the 

details,	the	design	and	their	stability	
makes them the top choice of the 

best Italian shipyards.

The tender handlings of Sangui-

neti Chiavari include a large range 

of solutions to chose according to 

available space on board and the 

movement needs of the vessel.

The boarding ladders of Sanguineti 

Chiavari are studied and designed to 

guarantee the maximum comfort to 

get on board a large range of ves-

sels. They can be activated by hy-

draulic	power,	electrically	or,	for	the	
more	simple	models,	even	manually.

Sanguineti Chiavari provides dif-

ferent types of handlings for each 

type of vessel to improve your stay 

on board and the look of the vessel. 

Each product is studied and desi-

gned according to requests.

The ladders of Sanguineti Chiavari 

are	studied	and	designed	to	get	off	
board	or	at	sea.	Available	in	different	
sizes or custom made according 

to the Client’s needs and requests. 

They are activated by hydraulic 

power,	electrically	or	manually.

Sanguineti Chiavari provides a large 

range of yacht boarding equipments 

and deck accessories made using 

high quality material adapted to re-

sist the marine environment and with 

particular attention to the care of the 

details.

GANGWAYS

TENDER HANDLINGS

BOARDING LADDERS

HANDLINGS

LADDERS

DECK EQUIPMENTS
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Sanguineti Chiavari in these years 

has developed a line of furniture spe-

cific	for	yachts.	As	it	is	produced	in	
two	kinds	of	material,	the	furniture	is	
also very much appreciated not only 

in the marine ambient.

Sanguineti Chiavari designs and 

supplies	products	for	the	fitting	of	
Super-Yachts. It’s technical de-

partment can design custom made 

systems and adapt products to the 

specific	requests	thanks	to	an	ad-

vanced technological 3D system.

Sanguineti Chiavari has a large range 

of electrical devices to be used in the 

marine	setting,	as	controls,	remo-

te	controls,	programmed	controls,	
navigation lights and the App for 

smartphones.

Sanguineti Chiavari can collaborate 

for	the	refitting	of	vintage	boats,	de-

veloping the best solution according 

to the boat’s style and using at the 

same time the advanced technology 

of the sector.

The	know-how	obtained	in	nearly	60	
years	of	activity	permits	us	to	offer	a	
large range of yacht boarding equip-

ments which can help the owner and 

his/her	staff	to	chose	the	accessories	
according	to	the	style	of	the	vessel,	
both historic or modern.

Sanguineti	Chiavari	produces	diffe-

rent articles that have the adaptabi-

lity for military and naval purposes. 

Some yacht boarding equipments 

may be used in the standard version 

whereas others have to be adapted 

to the requests.

FURNISHING

LUXURY YACHTS

MARINE ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS

VINTAGE BOATS

REFIT

NAVAL/MILITARY

VIDEO
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GANGWAYS

Sanguineti	Chiavari’s	gangways	are	designed	to	make	the	way	on	board	unique	and	special,	the	best	
possible calling card. The care of the details and the solidity of our telescopic gangways are the reason 

why	they	are	chosen	by	the	best	Italian	and	international	Shipyards.	Perfect	in	the	style	and	finishing	
required by a luxury yacht.

All	of	our	gangways	are	finished	to	satisfy	totally	our	Client’s	requests,	in	terms	of	quality,	design,	usage	
of	space	and	technology.	Different	solutions	for	opening-closing	the	hatch	of	gangways.	

On request:

•	 sanguineti app for the movements of gangways by smartphone;

•	 handrails systems with characteristics according to the MCA LY3 regulations; 

•	 oil pressure (oil hydraulic) security systems for tides combined with its castor wheels for the placing 

on the dock;

•	 lighting system assembled on teak; 

•	 intercom systems;

•	 box	fixing	brackets	according	to	the	yachts	needs.
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ALTAIR
Motorized telescopic gangway made of one to three elements with a pin permitting perpendicular 
inclinations to the hull.	Made	in	light	alloy	structure,	with	walking	grated	board	in	natural	teak	and	dif-
ferent solutions of stanchions.

GANGWAYS

MOTORIZED HANDLING

IN-OUT UP

DOWN

STRUCTURE

LIGHT
ALLOY

WALKING SURFACE

TEAK

HANDRAIL

various solutions controls app

GANGWAY CONTROL

MOTORIZED HANDLING

IN-OUT UP

DOWN

STRUCTURE

LIGHT
ALLOY TEAK

HANDRAIL

various solutions app

GANGWAY CONTROL
WALKING SURFACE

controls

MIZAR
Motorized telescopic gangway made of one to three elements with a pin permitting the gangway to 
have an outer hull inclination.	Made	in	light	alloy	structure,	with	walking	grated	board	in	natural	teak	
and	different	solutions	of	stanchions.
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PASSERELLE

MOTORIZED HANDLING

IN-OUT UP

DOWN

STRUCTURE

TEAK

HANDRAIL

various solutions app

GANGWAY CONTROL

RIGHT

LEFTleft

LIGHT
ALLOY

WALKING SURFACE

controls

Custom Made

MOTORIZED HANDLING

IN-OUT UP

DOWN

STRUCTURE

STEEL TEAK

HANDRAIL

various solutions controls app

GANGWAY CONTROL

RIGHT

LEFTleft

LIGHT
ALLOY

WALKING SURFACE

MAXXY
Motorized	telescopic	gangway	made	with	new	outlines	for	Maxxy	Yachts	with	a	payload	on	top	of	250	
kg.	Can	reach	a	length	of	9	mt	and	a	width	of	1.2	mt.	Custom	made	of	one	to	three	elements	with mea-
sures to be agreed with the Shipyard.

SIRIUS
Motorized telescopic gangway made of one to three elements with rotating side. Made in light alloy 

structure,	with	walking	grated	board	in	natural	teak	and	different	solutions	of	stanchions.

sanguineti chiavari
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Single	element	motorized	gangway:	structure	made	of	anodized	light	alloy,	nature	teak	grating	walking	
surface,	extractable	stanchions.	Different	solutions	available	for	the	production	of	stanchions.	Prear-
ranged	for	operating	the	flap	door.	Embed	push-button	control	panel,	automatic	control	of	the	move-

ments,	prearrangement	for	radio	control.	Power	supply	on	request.

ALTAIR GANGWAY Mono-element

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MOTORIZED HANDLING

IN-OUT UP

DOWN

STRUCTURE

LIGHT
ALLOY

WALKING SURFACE

TEAK

HANDRAIL

various solutions controls app

GANGWAY CONTROL
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Two	elements	motorized	transom	gangway:	structure	made	of	light	alloy,	nature	teak	grating	walking	
surface,	extractable	stanchions.	Different	solutions	available	for	the	production	of	stanchions.	Prear-
ranged	for	operating	the	flap	door.	Embed	push-button	control	panel,	automatic	control	of	the	move-

ments,	prearrangement	for	radio	control	or	app	for	smartphone	control.	Power	supply	on	request.

ALTAIR GANGWAY Two elements

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MOTORIZED HANDLING

IN-OUT UP

DOWN

STRUCTURE

LIGHT
ALLOY

WALKING SURFACE

TEAK

HANDRAIL

various solutions controls app

GANGWAY CONTROL
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Three	elements	motorized	transom	gangway:	structure	made	of	light	alloy,	nature	teak	grating	walking	
surface,	extractable	stanchions.	Different	solutions	available	for	the	production	of	stanchions.	Prear-
ranged	for	operating	the	flap	door.	Embed	push-button	control	panel,	automatic	control	of	the	move-

ments,	prearrangement	for	radio	control	or	app	for	smartphone	control.	Power	supply	on	request.

ALTAIR GANGWAY Three elements

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MOTORIZED HANDLING

IN-OUT UP

DOWN

STRUCTURE

LIGHT
ALLOY

WALKING SURFACE

TEAK

HANDRAIL

various solutions controls app

GANGWAY CONTROL
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MIZAR GANGWAY Mono-element

Retracting	hydraulic	gangway	with	single	element	and	inclination	axis	outer	stern,	made	of	anodized	
light	 alloy,	 nature	 teak	grating	walking	 surface,	 extractable	 stanchions.	Different	 solutions	available	
for	the	production	of	stanchions.	Prearranged	for	operating	the	flap	door.	Embed	push-button	control	
panel,	automatic	control	of	the	movements,	prearrangement	for	radio	control	or	app	for	smartphone	
control. Power supply on request.

MOTORIZED HANDLING

IN-OUT UP

DOWN

STRUCTURE

LIGHT
ALLOY TEAK

HANDRAIL

various solutions app

GANGWAY CONTROL
WALKING SURFACE

controls

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

sanguineti chiavari
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Due elementi

Retracting	hydraulic	gangway	with	two	elements	and	inclination	axis	outer	stern,	made	of	light	alloy,	
nature	teak	grating	walking	surface,	extractable	stanchions.	Different	solutions	available	for	the	pro-

duction	 of	 stanchions.	 Prearranged	 for	 operating	 the	 flap	 door.	 Embed	push-button	 control	 panel,	
automatic	control	of	the	movements,	prearrangement	for	radio	control	or	app	for	smartphone	control.	
Power supply on request.

MIZAR GANGWAY

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MOTORIZED HANDLING

IN-OUT UP

DOWN

STRUCTURE

LIGHT
ALLOY TEAK

HANDRAIL

various solutions app

GANGWAY CONTROL
WALKING SURFACE

controls

Two elements
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Retracting	hydraulic	gangway	with	three	elements	and	inclination	axis	outer	stern,	made	of	 light	al-
loy,	nature	 teak	grating	walking	surface,	extractable	stanchions.	Different	solutions	available	 for	 the	
production	of	stanchions.	Prearranged	for	operating	the	flap	door.	Embed	push-button	control	panel,	
automatic	control	of	the	movements,	prearrangement	for	radio	control	or	app	for	smartphone	control.	
Power supply on request.

Three elements

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MIZAR GANGWAY

MOTORIZED HANDLING

IN-OUT UP

DOWN

STRUCTURE

LIGHT
ALLOY TEAK

HANDRAIL

various solutions app

GANGWAY CONTROL
WALKING SURFACE

controls
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Single	element	sideways	rotating	gangway:	made	of	 light	alloy,	nature	teak	grating	walking	surface,	
extractable	stanchions.	Different	solutions	available	for	the	production	of	stanchions.	Prearranged	for	
operating	the	flap	door.	Embed	push-button	control	panel,	automatic	control	of	the	movements,	prear-
rangement for radio control or app for smartphone control. Power supply on request.

SIRIUS GANGWAY Mono-element

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MOTORIZED HANDLING

IN-OUT UP

DOWN

STRUCTURE

TEAK

HANDRAIL

various solutions app

GANGWAY CONTROL

RIGHT

LEFTleft

LIGHT
ALLOY

WALKING SURFACE

controls
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Yachts	gangway	with	two	elements	made	of	light	alloy,	nature	teak	grating	walking	surface	with	ex-

tractable	stanchions.	Different	solutions	available	 for	 the	production	of	stanchions.	Prearranged	 for	
operating	the	flap	door.	Embed	push-button	control	panel,	automatic	control	of	the	movements,	prear-
rangement for radio control or app for smartphone control. Power supply on request.

Two elements

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MOTORIZED HANDLING

IN-OUT UP

DOWN

STRUCTURE

TEAK

HANDRAIL

various solutions app

GANGWAY CONTROL

RIGHT

LEFTleft

LIGHT
ALLOY

WALKING SURFACE

controls

SIRIUS GANGWAY
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Three	 element	 sideways	 rotating	 yachts	 gangway:	made	 of	 light	 alloy,	 nature	 teak	 grating	walking	
surface,	extractable	stanchions.	Different	solutions	available	for	the	production	of	stanchions.	Prear-
ranged	for	operating	the	flap	door.	Embed	push-button	control	panel,	automatic	control	of	the	move-

ments,	prearrangement	for	radio	control	or	app	for	smartphone	control.	Power	supply	on	request.

Three elements

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MOTORIZED HANDLING

IN-OUT UP

DOWN

STRUCTURE

TEAK

HANDRAIL

various solutions app

GANGWAY CONTROL

RIGHT

LEFTleft

LIGHT
ALLOY

WALKING SURFACE

controls

SIRIUS GANGWAY
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The	gangways	of	the	new	series	MAXXY	have	been	studied	specifically	for	Mega	Yachts.	The	peculiari-
ty of this new line of gangways is that they are totally custom made according to the needs and request 

of space and details. Satisfying both the aesthetic and planning aspects. Thanks to a walking surface 

of	at	least	700	mm	this	gangway	is	well	proportioned	to	the	dimensions	of	the	mega	Yachts	and	allows	
therefore a comfortable and easy access to the vessel. 

It	can	be	made	in	one,	two,	or	three	elements	with	a	light	alloy	or	stainless	steel	AISI	316	structure.	
Even	for	the	stanchions	different	solutions	are	available	for	both	forms	or	movements	(automatic	or	
manual).	Embed	push-button	control	panel,	automatic	control	of	the	movements,	prearrangement	for	
radio control or app for smartphone control. Power supply on request.

MAXXY GANGWAY Custom

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Custom Made

MOTORIZED HANDLING

IN-OUT UP

DOWN

STRUCTURE

STEEL TEAK

HANDRAIL

various solutions controls app

GANGWAY CONTROL

RIGHT

LEFTleft

LIGHT
ALLOY

WALKING SURFACE
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BOARDING LADDERS

The boarding ladders of Sanguineti Chiavari have been designed and projected to guarantee the maxi-

mum	comfort	to	get	on	or	off	board	a	large	range	of	vessels.	They	can	be	activated	by	hydraulic	power,	
electrically	and	in	the	most	simple	versions	even	manually.	The	solid	structure	and	detailed	finishing	
makes our boarding ladders highly requested by the best shipyards which demand high standard qua-

lity	as	requested	by	yachts.	All	our	models	are	designed	to	satisfy	our	clients	requests,	both	in	terms	
of practicality and of use of the space available on board. 

The latest possibility regarding the option series is to insert on the ladder stanchions with automatic 

opening and self leveling according to the ladder’s position. Furthermore the stanchions can be made 

according to the international regulations MCA LY3.
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HYDRAULIC
Three	models	of	boarding	ladders	with	hydraulic	command:	fixed,	revolving	and	caisson	structure.	Made	
from	5	 to	 12	 steps.	All	models	 are	made	with	 caisson	 structure.	Optionals:	 automatic	 stanchions	or	
according	to	the	regulation	MCA	LY3.	All	activations	are	hydraulic	dynamic:	overturning,	inclination	and	
rotation. Nature teak grating walking surface. The ladders are supplied with hydraulic block system.

BOARDING LADDERS

ELECTRIC
Different	models	of	boarding	ladders,	electrically	operated	by	built	in	steel	wire	to	improve	the	on	board	
fitting.	Models	are	made	of	caisson	light	alloy	stainless	steel	structure.

sanguineti chiavari
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MANUAL
Different	models	of	manual	boarding	 ladders	 ideal	 for	small	vessels	or	sailing	boats.	The	handling	of	
which	is	by	wire	or	by	hoist	with	fixed	steps.	Lower	platform	retractable,	made	of	light	anodized	alloy,	
walking surface in natural grated teak. Fixing on board with a steel plate “a scontro”.

BOARDING LADDERS

sanguineti chiavari
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Oil	 hydraulic	 boarding	 ladders	with	 downward	movement:	made	with	 5	 to	 12	 steps	 placed	 in	 the	
gunwale cavity. Custom made according to the yacht’s dimensions. Automatic controlled level of steps 

and handrails.

HYDRAULIC 
BOARDING LADDERS

Non-revolving

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

sanguineti chiavari
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Downward	movement	of	rotating	oil	hydraulic	ladders:	made	with	5	to	12	steps	placed	in	the	gunwale	
cavity.	Custom	made	according	 to	 the	yacht’s	dimensions.	With	superior	 landing	rotating	up	to	90.	
Automatic controlled level of steps and handrails.

Revolving

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

HYDRAULIC 
BOARDING LADDERS

sanguineti chiavari
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MOVEMENT
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Oil	hydraulic	 ladders	with	horizontal	translation,	also	called	“sliding	ladder”,	built	with	5	to	12	steps	
completed with a waterproof box to be built in the yacht’s hull. Custom made according to the yacht’s 

dimensions. Automatic controlled level of steps and handrails.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SlidingHYDRAULIC 
BOARDING LADDERS

sanguineti chiavari
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Bulwarks	retractile	boarding	ladder,	caisson-structure	made	of	light	alloy	and	stainless	steel.	Paint	fini-
sh,	self	leveling	steps,	electric	drive	and	control	by	steel	cable,	control	boom	and	electric	winch.	Mas-

sive teak “strip shaped” walking surface. Construction made according to dimensions of the bulwarks.

King model

MOVEMENT

ELECTRIC 
BOARDING LADDERS

sanguineti chiavari
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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New	model	of	double	profile	articulated	boarding	ladder,	self	leveling	steps,	anodized	light	alloy	con-

struction,	without	weldings.	Nature	teak	grating	walking	surface.	Manual	operation.	On	request:	electric	
control kit and holding frame made of light alloy.

MOVEMENT

Articulated modelELECTRIC 
BOARDING LADDERS

sanguineti chiavari
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

sanguineti chiavari
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Extractable	manual	swimming	ladder	suitable	for	all	our	boarding	ladders,	made	of	polished	stainless	
steel	with	fixed	steps	made	of	teak.	Right	side	standard.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SWIMMING LADDER For boarding ladder

sanguineti chiavari
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New	model	of	double	profile	articulated	boarding	ladder,	self-leveling	steps,	anodized	light	alloy	con-

struction,	without	weldings.	Nature	teak	grating	walking	surface.	Manual	operation.	On	request:	electric	
control kit and holding frame made of light alloy.

Articulated model

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MANUAL 
BOARDING LADDERS

sanguineti chiavari
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Manual model

Manual	classic	accomodation	 ladder	with	fixed	steps,	 folding	 lower	platform,	construction	made	of	
anodized	light	alloy,	nature	teak	grating	walking	surface.	Hull	mounting	with	stainless	steel	plate

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MANUAL 
BOARDING LADDERS

sanguineti chiavari
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Old	fashioned	accomodation	ladder	made	of	nature	teak,	hinges	and	supports	made	of	anodized	light	
alloy,	folding	lower	platform,	nature	teak	grating	walking	surface.

Vintage model

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MANUAL 
BOARDING LADDERS
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LADDERS

The yacht ladders of Sanguineti Chiavari have been designed and projected to guarantee the maxi-

mum	comfort	to	get	on	or	off	board	from	sea	or	the	quay	and	can	be	fitted	on	a	wide	range	of	vessels.	
They	can	be	activated	by	hydraulic	power	or	manually.	The	solid	structure	and	detailed	finishing	ma-

kes our boarding ladders highly requested by the best shipyards which demand high standard quality 

as	requested	by	yachts.	All	our	models	are	designed	to	satisfy	our	clients	requests,	both	in	terms	of	
practicality and of use of the space available on board.
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BATHING LADDERS
Different	solutions	of	both	ladders	in	both	manual	or	electric	hydraulic	power	for	an	easy	way	to	sea.	
Made of anodized light alloy with steps in teak.

LADDERS

DOCKING LADDERS
Docking	ladders	motorized	or	manual	model:	made	in	light	anodized	alloy,	completed	with	container	box.	
Self leveling steps in grated teak. External rotating wheels supported on dock completed with a line of 

manual stanchions. Second line of stanchions available on request. On request new revolving model.
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL LADDERS
Multifunctional	ladders	ideal	for	solutions	with	stern	platforms,	motorized	model:	made	in	light	anodized	
alloy completed with container box. Self leveling steps in grated teak. Completed with a automatic han-

drails.

LADDERS

sanguineti chiavari
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This	motorized	boat	swim	ladder	can	be	made	in	two	different	width	measures,	385	or	800	mm	and	
grades	15	or	40.	Light	alloy	and	stainless	steel	structure.	Anodized	finishing	of	both	box	and	ladder	
(on	request	finishing	coat	of	paint	of	the	same	color	of	the	vessel).	Fixed	massive	teak	grooved	steps.	
Sliding	hydraulic	control,	down-grade	guided	by	gravity.	Completed	with	two	automatic	stainless	steel	
handrails.

LADDER DETAILS

BATHING LADDERS Hydraulic
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Folding	manual	bathing	 ladder,	made	of	anodized	 light	alloy,	fixed	teak	steps.	Complete	with	fitting	
housings	on	deck	25	mm.

EXAMPLES

ManualBATHING LADDERS
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Docking	ladders	motorized	model:	made	in	 light	anodized	alloy,	completed	with	container	box.	Self	
leveling steps in grated teak. External rotating wheels supported on dock completed with a line of 

manual stanchions. Second line of stanchions available on request. On request new revolving model.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DOCKING LADDERS Hydraulic
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Manual	side	ladder:	made	of	anodized	light	alloy,	stainless	steel	fixing	with	glasses	of	25	mm	diameter	
plate,	self-leveling	steps	made	of	grating	teak.	Casters	at	end	which	lay	on	dock,	completed	with	a	row	
of manual handrails. Second row of handrails on request. On request the new revolving model.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ManualDOCKING LADDERS
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Multifunctional marine ladder with upward and downward movement. It therefore may be used either 

as a bathing ladder or a docking ladder. Made in light alloy with steps in teak and automatic stainless 

steel handrail.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
LADDERS

Custom
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TENDER HANDLING

The tender handlings of Sanguineti Chiavari include a large range of solutions to chose from according 

to the available on board and the handling needs of the vessel. All solutions are studied and designed 

to guarantee maximum security on board. They are activated both by hydraulic power or electrically. 

The solidity of the system combined with accurate details make our large range of tender handlings 

requested by the best shipyards which require a high quality level as that requested by a yacht. All 

models are made to totally satisfy the needs of our Clients in both terms of practicality and design and 

use of space. 

The	range	 includes	handlings	for:	fly	bridge,	garage	on	one	or	both	sides,	hatches	for	sterns	or	si-
deways,	hinge	systems	custom	studied	and	the	stern	platforms.	The	payload	of	our	products	start	from	
400	kg	up	to	a	maximum	of	3000	kg.

sanguineti chiavari



TRAVELLING LIFT
Horizontal	translation	system	for	the	handling	of	tenders	of	different	models	and	weights.	Each	travelling	
lift	of	Sanguineti	Chiavari	is	studied	and	built	according	to	the	handling	needs	specifically	requested	by	
each vessel.

Payload:	2500/2000/1500/1000/500	kg

TENDER HANDLING

FLY BRIDGE CRANES
There	are	different	payloads	for	the	Sanguineti	Chiavari	cranes	of	fly	bridge	starting	from	600	kg	up	to	
a	maximum	of	2000	kg	for	standard	cranes.	All	models	are	made	in	light	alloy	with	hydraulic	dynamic	
activations. Control unit and switchboard are located inside the crane’s base.



RESCUE BOAT CRANES
Different	payloads	for	crane	for	handling	of	rescue	boats	starting	from	models	of	900	kg	up	to	2000	kg.	
According	to	the	specific	requests	of	Lsa	code	Imo	res	48	(66)	cap	VI.	“Custom	made”	cranes	for	rescue	
boats are built with payloads as requested by the Clients.

TENDER HANDLING

GARAGE CRANES
Different	solutions	for	garage	cranes	made	in	articulated,	hydraulic	system	or	manual	version	or	in	the	
telescopic double element version. All cranes are projected ad hoc for each vessel.



PLATFORMS
Different	solutions	 for	 the	sterns	of	each	vessel.	Regarding	 the	handling	of	 the	stern	platform,	 to	 the	
construction of the stern platform for the tender handling to the study and project of new platform with 

integrated retractable ladder.

TENDER HANDLING



Horizontal	translation	systems	for	the	handling	of	tenders	of	different	models	and	weights	with	an	inte-

grated hinges system in the movement structure of the hatch. An exclusive system studied by Sangui-

neti	Chiavari.	Each	Sanguineti	Chiavari	stacker	crane	is	specifically	studied	and	built	according	to	the	
specific	handling	needs	of	each	vessel.	The	available	models	start	from	a	payload	of	400	kg	with	single	
lifting	cable	reaching	more	complexed	models	with	a	payload	of	up	to	3000	kg	with	also	different	solu-

tions for the draught of one or more elements using manual or motorized boom. The more structured 

models can be used for the hauling and launching of tenders and jet skis on both sides of the vessel 

and are synchronized with the opening of the hatches.

Designed and built upon necessity of movement regarding custom request

MOVEMENT UP-LIFTING

1 +
elements

CUSTOM

MECHANICAL ARMS

MANUAL
MOTORISED jet ski

UTILISED

tender

AMOUNT

2500

Kg

2000
1500
1000
  500

TRAVELLING LIFTS With door hinges



Horizontal	translation	system	for	the	handling	of	tenders	of	different	models	and	weights.	Each	travel-
ling	lift	of	Sanguineti	Chiavari	is	studied	and	built	according	to	the	handling	needs	specifically	required	
by	each	vessel.	Available	models	start	from	payloads	of	400	kg	with	a	single	float,	up	to	more	com-

plexed	models	with	a	lifting	capacity	of	up	to	3000	kg.	There	are	also	different	solutions	for	a	draught	
of one to more elements by the use of manual or electrical mechanisms. More articulated models can 

be used for the hauling and launching of tenders and jet skis on both sides of the vessel and can also 

be synchronized with the opening of the hatches.

Designed and built upon necessity of movement regarding custom request

MOVEMENT UP-LIFTING

1 +
elements

CUSTOM

MECHANICAL ARMS

MANUAL
MOTORISED jet ski

UTILISED

tender

AMOUNT

2500

Kg

2000
1500
1000
  500

TRAVELLING LIFTS



FLY BRIDGE CRANES 2000 CE

Fly	bridge	cranes	rotating	360	degrees	made	in	light	alloy	with	hydraulic	dynamic	activations.	Control	
unit	and	switchboard	are	located	on	the	external	base	of	the	the	crane,	with	a	safety	key	to	unable	the	
use of unauthorized parts. 

Completed with: 

•	 emergency	stop	on	the	base,	
•	 sound	warning	movement,	
•	 rotating	light,	
•	 head,	
•	 telescope	and	block	are	painted	orange,	
•	 inbox	wire,	
•	 limit switch for rotation. 

Push button commands with direct connection to the crane 8 buttons and one emergency stop with 

low	voltage	function.	Painted	finishing.



360°	revolving	crane	made	of	light	alloy	and	hydraulic	controls.	Power	pack	and	electric	panel	placed	
inside the crane base. Construction with rigid or stainless steel telescopic boom. Control by push but-

ton	panel	directly	connected	to	the	crane.	Paint	finish,	power	supply	at	base	center.

2000/1500 KG

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FLY BRIDGE CRANES



360°	revolving	crane	made	of	light	alloy.	Power	pack	and	electric	panel	placed	inside	the	crane	base.	
Construction with rigid or stainless steel telescopic boom. Control by push button panel directly con-

nected	to	the	crane.	Paint	finish,	power	supply	at	base	center.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

1000/800 KGFLY BRIDGE CRANES



360°	revolving	crane	made	of	light	alloy.	Power	pack	and	electric	panel	placed	inside	the	crane	base.	
Motorized	movements,	available	either	with	motorized	rigid	boom,	or	with	manually	operated	telesco-

pic	one.	Control	by	push	button	panel	directly	connected	to	the	crane.	Paint	finish,	power	supply	at	
the base center.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

600 KGFLY BRIDGE CRANES



Different	solutions	of	custom	made	cranes	to	satisfy	the	requests	of	our	Clients	and	the	needs	of	the	
vessel. These models are completely custom made starting from the dimensions up to the payload.

CustomFLY BRIDGE CRANES



Stainless	steel	plate	with	welded	tie	rods	for	deck	fixing.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FIXING PLATES



Electro/hydraulic RINA tested crane for rescue boat handling. Made of light alloy while telescopic 

element	 is	made	of	polished	stainless	steel.	Paint	finish.	Power	pack,	electric	panel	and	control	 for	
emergency manual movements on crane base. Control by pennant push-button panel operating at low 

voltage.	In	accordance	with	specifications	Lsa	code	Imo	res	48	(66)	CAP	VI.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RESCUE BOAT CRANES 2000 KG



Electro-hydraulic cranes with RINA testing for the handling of lifeboats. Made of light alloy with tele-

scope	element	made	in	polished	stainless	steel.	Polished	finishing.	Control	unit	and	switch	board	are	
positioned	externally	on	the	base	of	the	crane.	Low	voltage	push	button	commands	with	flexible	cable.	
According	to	specific	request	of	Lsa	code	Imo	res	48	(66)	capVI.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RESCUE BOAT CRANES 1500 KG



Electro/hydraulic	RINA	tested	crane	for	rescue	boat	handling.	Made	of	light	alloy.	Paint	finish.	Power	
pack,	electric	panel	and	control	for	emergency	manual	movements	on	crane	base.	Control	by	pennant	
push-button	panel	operating	at	 low	voltage.	In	accordance	with	specifications	Lsa	code	Imo	res	48	
(66)	CAP	VI.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RESCUE BOAT CRANES 1000 KG



Electro/hydraulic RINA tested crane for rescue boat handling. Made of light alloy with telescopic ele-

ment	 in	polished	stainless	steel.	Paint	finish.	Power	pack,	electric	panel	and	control	 for	emergency	
manual movements on crane base. Control by pennant push-button panel operating at low voltage 

with	flexible	wire.	In	accordance	with	specifications	Lsa	code	Imo	res	48	(66)	CAP	VI.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RESCUE BOAT CRANES 900 KG



Articulated stern cranes made in the hydraulic system or manual version. Made of light anodized poli-

shed	alloy	with	a	payload	from	500	kg	to	1200	kg.

Telescopic stern cranes with double element made in the hydraulic system version with arm length and 

payload to be custom built for each vessel. Made in light anodized polished alloy with a payload from 

500	kg	to	1200	kg.

GARAGE CRANES Articulated cranes

GARAGE CRANES Telescopic cranes



Motorized	aft-bathing	deck,	vertical	sliding	for	 tender	haulage.	1200/500	kg	capacity.	Made	of	 light	
alloy.	Paint	finish.	Hydraulic	control	for	locking	on	navigation	position.	Fastening	brackets	to	be	made	
as for the hull shape.

AFT PLATFORMS Launching tender



Different	solutions	for	the	sterns	of	each	vessel.	Regarding	the	handling	of	the	stern	platform,	to	the	
construction of the stern platform for the tender handling to the study and project of new beach pla-

tform with integrated retractable ladder.

Beach platformAFT PLATFORMS



HANDLINGS

Sanguineti	Chiavari	can	provide	different	types	of	handlings	for	each	type	of	vessel.	Starting	from	the	
more	classic	ones	such	as	light	mast	or	hatches	to	the	more	specific	ones	such	as	handing	of	the	stern	
platforms or terraces.

sanguineti chiavari



LIGHT MAST
The development of projects regarding the study of light mast is in continuous elaboration. Sanguineti 

Chiavari	with	the	use	of	technical	and	design	innovative	solutions,	can	develop	projects	of	light	mast	of	
different	types	on	the	bases	of	specific	requests.	These	can	reach	different	heights	depending	on	the	
needs	and	the	classification	of	the	yacht.	

HANDLINGS

LOCKINGS
Due to it’s long experience in this area Sanguineti Chiavari has studied and designed hydraulic locking 

systems for all kinds of hatches. Available in the two versions of Pin and Pull according to the main 

dispositions	requested	in	terms	of	security	and	different	steps	of	hydraulic	and	electric	emergency.		All	
lockings are monitored.

sanguineti chiavari
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AUTOMATIC HANDRAILS
Automatic	handrails	for	any	kind	of	handling	dack	or	bulwarks,	Flush	Deck	installation.	Custom	made	ac-

cording	to	client’s	request.The	system	is	complete	with	rigid	handrails	and	guardrails		intermediate,1000	
mm	height	according	to	present	regulations.	The	system	is	made	in	stainless	steel	AISI	316.	System	with	
small obstacle and is given with a turnkey solution.

HANDLINGS

HATCH DOORS
Different	types	of	automatic	hatches	for	all	needs.	The	technical	department	of	Sanguineti	Chiavari	stu-

dies	on	request	solutions	for	both	design	and	technical	needs,	giving	the	Client	the	possibility	to	totally	
personalize its vessel.

sanguineti chiavari
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AFT DOORS
Sanguineti	 Chiavari	 designs	 and	makes	 handling	 systems	 for	 different	models	 of	 hatches	with	 both	
upwards and downwards opening. It also makes integrated handling systems for traveling lifts.

HANDLINGS

TOP AND DECK HANDLINGS
Handling	hard	top	system	made	for	two	different	roof	dimensions.	For	each	vessel	a	translation	hatch	
cover	is	specifically	designed.

sanguineti chiavari
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The	telescopic	light	mast	from	Sanguineti	Chiavari	are	built	in	a	light	alloy	with	a	fixed	part	painted	in	
the	same	color	as	the	yacht	and	a	telescopic	anodized	part.	These	are	proposed,	regarding	the	diffe-

rent	legislations	and	design	needs,	with	one	component	electric	version	and	hydraulic	telescopic.	A	
new	hidden	under	deck	model	to	obtain	a	flat	deck	is	being	developed.

LIGHT MAST
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Pin	locks	studied	and	made	by	Sanguineti	Chiavari	with	two	different	diameters	and	stroke.	Made	in	
brass	and	stainless	steel	with	manual	release,	valve	by	pass	and	optional	block	valve.

Pull locks designed and made by Sanguineti Chiavari. They are made according to the Client’s needs 

to resolve problems of space and adaption.

LOCKINGS Pin lock

Pull lock

sanguineti chiavari
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The	movement	system	of	automatic	handrails	of	Sanguineti	Chiavari	 is	effected	using	the	minimum	
space. Thanks to this system it is possible to place automatic retractable stanchions Flush deck whe-

rever	and	whenever	it	is	necessary	to	use	a	secured	guardrail	(owner	balcony,	aft	platform,	etc)	with	the	
possibility to be folded practically and quickly using a button.

The	stanchions	have	rigid	handrails	and	intermediate	guardrails	of	a	height	of	1000	mm	according	to	
the	present	security	regulations.	The	planning	ad	hoc	by	the	technical	office	enables	to	take	advantage	
of the space on board and to satisfy the requests of the client. The product is supplied already assem-

bled and ready to be placed easily and functionally.

AUTOMATIC HANDRAILS
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HATCH DOORS Anchor’s hatch

Gangway’s hatch

Sanguineti	Chiavari	designs	and	makes	the	best	solutions	for	the	handling	of	the	different	types	of	ha-

tches	on	board.	Our	technical	staff,	with	the	use	of	the	best	3D	projecting	software,	develops	together	
with	the	vessel’s	shipyard	the	best	solution	for	the	handling	of	the	opening	and	closing	of	the	hatches,	
for example: 

•	 bow hatches for pool covering or work areas; 

•	 anchor hatches; 

•	 side	hatches	for	the	exit	of	travelling	lifts	with	downward	or	upward	openings,	even	with	embedded	
ladder; 

•	 stern hatches with downward or upward openings.

All the handlings are automatically controlled and secured by PLC.

Sanguineti Chiavari designs and makes handlings for anchor’s hatches as requested for each vessel 

according	to	the	specific	needs	of	the	Shipyard	and	Designer.

Sanguineti	Chiavari	designs	and	makes	different	custom	made	solutions	for	the	opening	of	the	gan-

gway’s hatches. For gangways that have the exit on the stern ladder or hull openings. Always having 

an extra care for the details in the term of style and security.
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AFT DOORS Hinges for aft door

Travelling with hinges

Door	movement	hinges	by	hydraulic	or	electric	control.	Made	of	light	alloy.	Paint	finish.	Compass	or	
four-pins	 linkage	made	as	 for	 the	structures.	Prearranged	units	 including	hinge,	complete	hydraulic	
system.

Horizontal	translation	systems	for	the	handling	of	tenders	of	different	models	and	weights	with	an	inte-

grated hinges system in the movement structure of the hatch. An Exclusive system studied by Sangui-

neti	Chiavari.	Each	Sanguineti	Chiavari	stacker	crane	is	specifically	studied	and	built	according	to	the	
specific	handling	needs	of	each	vessel.	The	available	models	start	from	a	payload	of	400kg	with	single	
lifting	cable	reaching	more	complexed	models	with	a	payload	of	up	to	3000	kg	with	also	different	solu-

tions for the draught of one or more elements using manual or motorized boom. The more structured 

models can be used for the hauling and launching of tenders and jet skis on both sides of the vessel 

and are synchronized with the opening of the hatches.
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TOP AND DECK HANDLINGS Top handlings

Deck handlings

Hard	top	moving	system;	suitable	into	two	different	models	related	to	weight	and	dimensions	of	the	
roof	to	be	moved.	Electric	control	by	motoreducer.	Light	alloy	structures,	anodically	protected.	On	re-

quest emergency manual movements. Rails sliding and gauge to be made as for the structure.

Handling	hatch	system.	Each	movement	 is	studied	and	made	according	 to	 the	Client’s	specific	he	
requests.

sanguineti chiavari
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DECK EQUIPMENTS

Since	nearly	seventy	years	Sanguineti	Chiavari	produces	deck	accessories.	From	the	first	horizontal	
windlasses,	which	are	still	used	today	on	many	vessels,	up	to	the	more	sophisticated	models	of	verti-
cal windlasses. During the Company’s long experience many products have made us well known due 

to the innovate aspects such as the built in capstans. This model has been produced for over twenty 

years	and	is	still	under	patent.	The	range	of	the	deck	accessories	includes	the	anchors,	including	our	
model	Sanguineti,	and	all	 the	accessories	 required	 for	 the	 total	efficiency	of	 the	deck	of	vessels	of	
every size.

sanguineti chiavari



CAPSTANS
Sanguineti	Chiavari	produces	capstans	in	the	fixed	model	in	stainless	steel,	in	the	retractable	model	in	
stainless steel and in light alloy. Both the model are made in the electric and in the hydaulic version.

DECK EQUIPMENTS

WINDLASSES
Sanguineti Chiavari windlasses both in the horizontal and in the vertical version. Our windlasses are avai-

lable	in	different	powercapacity	and	finishing.	We	make	models	which	have	a	chain	of	a	diameter	of	8	mm	
up	to	a	chain	with	diameter	28	mm	with	or	without	traversino.	Made	in	electric	or	hydraulic	version.	On	
request we can also provide windlasses with parts approved by Authorities of the naval register.

sanguineti chiavari
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CHAINS AND STOPPERS
Sanguineti Chiavari makes chain stoppers and swivel anchor connectors in stainless steel. To complete 

the	range	of	our	windlasses	we	also	provide	different	types	of	zinc	coated	and	stainless	chains.

DECK EQUIPMENTS

ANCHOR AND BOW ROLLERS
Different	models	of	anchors	and	bow	rollers	for	all	types	of	accommodation	on	board.

sanguineti chiavari
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FIXED CAPSTANS 4000-1000 stainless steel

Vertical electric capstans made of polished stainless steel. On request hydraulically driven.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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RETRACTILE CAPSTANS Light alloy

Capstan with up/down motorized movement for eliminating deck obstructions. Made of anodized light 

alloy.	Assembly	by	double	flange	with	possibility	of	horizontal	positioning.	Electrically	or	hydraulically	
driven.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

sanguineti chiavari
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RETRACTILE CAPSTANS Stainless steel

Retractile capstan with motorized up and down movement to remove the deck encumbrance. Con-

struction	in	stainless	steel	AISI	316	in	order	to	withstand	the	marine	environment	without	oxidations.
Mounting	with	double	flange.	Electric	or	hydraulic	engine	type.

sanguineti chiavari
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

HORIZONTAL WINDLASSES Classic 4000-3500-3000

The	horizontal	electric	windlass	made	in	painted	light	alloy	structure	is	available	in	three	different	mo-

dels:	with	double	barbotin,	with	double	capstans	or	in	the	version	capstan	and	bollard.	It	supports	chain	
diameter	from	12	mm	up	to	16	mm.
Painted light alloy structure. Stainless steel axis. Bronze chain wheel driven by a double cone clutch. 

Control by handwheel. Warping capstans made of anodized light alloy. Emergency manual operation. 

On request: hydraulic motor.
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Vertical	electric	8000	windlasses	for	yacht.	Made	of	stainless	steel	with	bronze	chain	wheel.	Drive	joint	
of the chain wheel with frontal sprocket toothing and handwheel control. Band brake. On request hy-

draulically driven.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Stainless steel 8000VERTICAL WINDLASSES
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Vertical	electric	4000	3000	windlasses	for	yacht.	Made	of	stainless	steel	with	drive	of	the	bronze	chain	
wheel by double clutch and lever control. Band brake with removable lever drive. On request hydrau-

lically driven.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Stainless steel 4000-3000VERTICAL WINDLASSES

sanguineti chiavari
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Vertical electric Top class windlasses for yacht. Made of polished stainless steel with bronze chain 

wheel. Bronze stopping brake placed inside the deck plate. Chain pipe and stripper with protection 

frame. On request hydraulically driven.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Top class 3000-2000VERTICAL WINDLASSES
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Vertical	electric	2000-1000	windlass.	Made	of	polished	stainless	steel	base	with	bronze	chain	wheel	
and chromium plated bronze warping capstan.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Bronze 2000-1000VERTICAL WINDLASSES
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Unified	normal	calibrated	link	chain	or	stud	link	chain.	Made	of	high	tensile	steel.	Hot	galvanizing	finish.	
Supplied with performance test carried out by our technicians in our workshop. 

On	request:	fitted	with	test	certification	issued	by	Naval	Registers	of	Shipping	and/or	with	larger	dia-

meters.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

CHAINS Short link
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Unified	normal	calibrated	link	chain	or	stud	link	chain.	Made	of	high	tensile	steel.	Hot	galvanizing	finish.	
Supplied	with	performance	test	carried	out	by	our	technicians	in	our	workshop.	On	request:	fitted	with	
test	certification	issued	by	Naval	Registers	of	Shipping	and/or	with	larger	diameters.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Stud linkCHAINS
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Chain stopper made of stainless steel.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

CHAIN STOPPERS
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Swivel anchor connector made of stainless steel with internal bronze bearing. Directly connected to 

anchor and chain.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SWIVEL ANCHOR CONNECTOR
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Outer barycenter anchor for central hawsepipe or bow roller installation. Made of hot galvanized steel 

or	polished	stainless	steel.	On	request	RINA	test	certification.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ANCHORS Sanguineti SC92
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Above	deck	installation	bow	roller.	Made	of	stainless	steel	and	nylon	pulleys.	Jaw	manual	locking.

For SC 92 anchorBOW ROLLER

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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“Pool”	anchor	standard	made	of	hot	galvanized	steel.	On	request:	made	of	polished	stainless	steel,	
custom	execution	or	fitted	with	test	certification	issued	by	Naval	Registers	of	Shipping.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

POOL ANCHOR
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Folding	easy	chair	made	of	fine	wood.	Mahogany	and	teak	finishing.	Seat	and	seatback	made	of	stan-

dard cream canvas. On request: white or blue canvas.

STRUTTURA TESSUTO

FINITURE

Mogano Teak

A richiesta A richiesta

Ecrù Bianco Blu

ChairKARIN WOOD LINE
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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STRUTTURA TESSUTO

FINITURE

Lega leggera Piano in legno

A richiesta A richiesta

Ecrù Bianco Blu

Folding easy chair made of anodized light alloy. Seat and seatback made of standard white canvas. On 

request: blue or cream canvas.

ChairSMERALDA ALUMINIUM LINE
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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For	nearly	60	years	Sanguineti	has	been	famous	for	having	transformed	and	 improved	nautical	cu-

stoms.	Today,	just	as	we	have	done	in	the	past,	we	have	explored	the	know	how	of	new	technologies	to	
anticipate	what	would	be	our	future.	Thus,	Sanguineti	has	developed	a	product,	created	and	projected	
by	our	Staff,	which	permits	to	move	the	gangway	by	the	simple	touch	of	a	smartphone.
How	many	times	have	you	forgotten	the	remote	control	of	the	gangway	in	your	car,	inside	your	jacket,	
or	the	captain	or	the	skipper	had	them	or	the	batteries	were	flat?	
You no longer need 3 or 4 remote controls because as of today you can directly use your smartphone 

downloading our App.

SANGUINETI                   APP
make your gangway smart

GANGWAY 

SANGUINETI GANGWAY APP
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

GANGWAY ELETRIC PANEL

SANGUINETI GANGWAY APP
YOUR GANGWAY

INTERFACES

SWAP YOUR
REMOTE CONTROL

STAND ALONE
NETWORK WIFI

SYSTEM
PROTECTION

UNLIMITED
DOWNLOADS

FREE APP

FREE

ANY KIND OF
GANGWAY

The system requires an interface which can be purchased at Sanguineti Chiavari. The interface is co-

vered	by	a	patent,	built	with	quality	parts	tested	by	Sanguineti	Chiavati,	suitable	for	nautical	purposes.
The	interface	is	connected	to	the	switchboard	of	the	gangway,	in	parallel	to	the	system	without	causing	
any alterations to it. 

The	interface	is	equipped	with	a	router	WiFi	which	enables	the	coverage	up	to	a	range	of	20m.	The	
Smartphone receives the signal and it connects just like a normal WiFi network protected with a pas-

sword. It is an independent system which does not require the WiFi of the boat to work. Once it is 

connected	to	the	network,	thanks	to	the	Sanguineti	gangway	Application,	it	is	possible	to	use	the	tele-

phone just like a simple remote control.
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RINA	tested	navigation	lights	line	for	boats	from	20	up	to	50	mt	length,	according	to	International	Regu-

lations	for	Preventing	Collision	at	Sea	of	1972	(COLREG	1972).	The	construction	is	made	of	anodized	
light alloy with dioptric lens of glass according to I.M.C.O. regulations. Fitted with tested bulbs.

NAVIGATION LIGHTS
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Control	push	buttons:	pendant,	recessed	or	foot-operated	type,	used	for	all	operations	on	shipboard.

Standard	radiocontrols	for	gangways	and	electric	operations,	completed	with	quartz	transmitters	and	
safety	access	code.	Available	with	2-4-6-8	channels.	Power	supply	of	the	power	unit	24V	d.c..

CONTROLS

RADIOCONTROLS
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Electric motor starters with one or two directions of rotation. Single or dual speed. Direct or alternating 

current	power	supply.	Made	for	the	control	of	windlasses,	capstans,	winches	and	electric	operations	
in general.

Programmable panel boards with logic management of the controls. Completed with signaling synop-

tic panel and emergency manual push buttons.

STARTERS

PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLS
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Boat owners can rely on the know how that Sanguine-

ti	Chiavari	has	obtained	operating	for	nearly	60	years	
in	this	sector.	The	large	range	of	products	offered	will	
help	both	the	ship	owner	and	the	staff	of	experts	to	
find	 the	accessories	which	most	adapt	 to	 the	boats	
needs	and	style,	both	modern	or	historic.

Our	specialized	laboratory,	supported	by	the	projects	
of our technical team enables our products to be per-

fectly adapted to the structure of the boat. The tech-

nical	innovation	combined	with	manufacturing,	which	
can	be	considered	nearly	hand	made,	gives	to	each	
of	our	products	a	special	“allure”	in	line	with	the	fini-
shing of the boat where it will be installed. Sanguineti 

Chiavari	can	realize	the	refitting	under	different	kinds	
of aspects: 

•	 technical	project	with	different	mechanical	 solu-

tions; 

•	 custom made or standardized production; 

•	 electric systems and electronics of the latest kind.

We are extremely proud to have contributed to the 

refitting	of	many	historic	and	prestigious	boats,	such	
as	M/Y	Istranka,	M/Y	Delphine	and	the	Schooner,	but	
also most recently we have collaborated with the rea-

lization	of	refit	of	a	most	modern	style	maintaining	its	
own personal style.

REFIT
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The study of products for luxury yachts and 

their	 implementation	 are	 specifically	 designed	
to	better	fit	the	style	of	the	boat	and	can	also	
help	the	technical	office	of	reference	to	find	the	
solution that best suits your needs.

Our	specialized	laboratory,	supported	by	the	projects	
of our technical team enables our products to be per-

fectly adapted to the structure of the boat. The tech-

nical	innovation	combined	with	manufacturing,	which	
can	be	considered	nearly	hand	made,	gives	to	each	
of	our	products	a	special	“allure”	in	line	with	the	fini-
shing of the boat where it will be installed. Sanguineti 

Chiavari	can	realize	the	refitting	under	different	kinds	
of aspects: 

•	 technical	project	with	different	mechanical	 solu-

tions; 

•	 custom made or standardized production; 

•	 electric systems and electronics of the latest kind.

We are extremely proud to have contributed to the 

refitting	of	many	historic	and	prestigious	boats,	such	
as	M/Y	Istranka,	M/Y	Delphine	and	the	Schooner,	but	
also most recently we have collaborated with the rea-

lization	of	refit	of	a	most	modern	style	maintaining	its	
own personal style.

LUXURY YACHTS
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Sanguineti Chiavari can collaborate for the re-

fitting	of	vintage	boats,	developing	the	best	so-

lution according to the boat’s style and using 

at the same time the advanced technology of 

the sector.

Our	specialized	laboratory,	supported	by	the	projects	
of our technical team enables our products to be per-

fectly adapted to the structure of the boat. The tech-

nical	innovation	combined	with	manufacturing,	which	
can	be	considered	nearly	hand	made,	gives	to	each	
of	our	products	a	special	“allure”	in	line	with	the	fini-
shing of the boat where it will be installed. Sanguineti 

Chiavari	can	realize	the	refitting	under	different	kinds	
of aspects: 

•	 technical	project	with	different	mechanical	 solu-

tions; 

•	 custom made or standardized production; 

•	 electric systems and electronics of the latest kind.

We are extremely proud to have contributed to the 

refitting	of	many	historic	and	prestigious	boats,	such	
as	M/Y	Istranka,	M/Y	Delphine	and	the	Schooner,	but	
also most recently we have collaborated with the rea-

lization	of	refit	of	a	most	modern	style	maintaining	its	
own personal style.

VINTAGE BOATS
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Sanguineti	 Chiavari	 produces	 different	 articles	 that	
have the double use for military and naval purposes. 

Some products may be used in the standard version 

whereas	others	have	to	be	adapted	to	the	requests,	
as our range of cranes that request is adapted for mi-

litary	and	naval	with	all	 required	certifications:	Solas	
Lloyd,	RINA.	As	well	as	the	range	of	winches,	warping	
bells and anchors.

Our	specialized	laboratory,	supported	by	the	projects	
of our technical team enables our products to be per-

fectly adapted to the structure of the boat. The tech-

nical	innovation	combined	with	manufacturing,	which	
can	be	considered	nearly	hand	made,	gives	to	each	
of	our	products	a	special	“allure”	in	line	with	the	fini-
shing of the boat where it will be installed. Sanguineti 

Chiavari	can	realize	the	refitting	under	different	kinds	
of aspects: 

•	 technical	project	with	different	mechanical	 solu-

tions; 

•	 custom made or standardized production; 

•	 electric systems and electronics of the latest kind.

We are extremely proud to have contributed to the 

refitting	of	many	historic	and	prestigious	boats,	such	
as	M/Y	Istranka,	M/Y	Delphine	and	the	Schooner,	but	
also most recently we have collaborated with the rea-

lization	of	refit	of	a	most	modern	style	maintaining	its	
own personal style.

NAVAL / MILITARY
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